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It is my pleasure to present  

Annual Report of NYSASDRI 

for the year 2022-23 and          

extremely grateful to dedicated 

and dynamic team members, 

Governing Board Members 

and Advisors who have exhibited their dedi-

cation and commitment to achieve mission 

oriented goal. The organization was founded 

in the year 1973 by the then visionaries of 

village Santhasara and I was involved directly 

with this organization in my college days in 

1980. The first fund raising was taken place 

from the members and well wishers and the 

first amount we received Rs.19.00 as seed 

money. With that money, we started our     

journey then gradually in 1982 we got a grant 

from the Odisha Youth Welfare Board 

Rs.200.00 for conducting youth festival and 

youth engagement activities. The organization 

also registered in 1982 under Society            

Registration Act in Dhenkanal and we really 

surprised ourselves how quickly we have 

reached in 40 years of social service. We have 

walked through ups and downs but our             

determination brought us to reach this place. 

Many of our founder members are no longer 

with us but their inspiration will remain with 

NYSASDRI to grow further. We are trying 

our level best to change ourselves the way 

time changing and that help us to set up a 

beautiful eye hospital called Kalinga Eye 

Hospital who caters multiple eye care          

services to thousand patients every year. We 

also set up a flagship academic institute         

NYSASDRI School of Journalism and Social 

Work through which every year 120 students 

becoming Professional Social Workers and 

Journalist. It was set up 10 years back in 

2013. Like this we have contributed many 

institutions, empowered women, vulnerable 

community, provided shelter to needy and 

helpless women on regular basis. In KBK 

area we have set up NYSASDRI Educational 

Complex in 1997 since 24 years back and 

giving main stream education to tribal girls 

children. Every year more than 150 students 

are getting their primary education and 

building their future in that campus. 

From the Director’s  Desk  

Sarangadhar Samal 

Member Secretary-cum-Director 

NYSASDRI 
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NYSASDRI (National Youth Service Action 

and Social Development Research Institute) 

has evolved from a village youth club 

founded in 1973 to a non-governmental          

organization (NGO) registered under the  

Indian Societies Registration Act XXI of 

1860 (Registration No. DKL-390/80), the 

Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) 

of 1976 (Registration No. 104890005),         

section 12(A) and 80(G) of the Income Tax 

Act in Odisha, and the CSR (SRN-

TI5392962). 

NYSASDRI primarily operates in remote 

and inaccessible pockets of nine districts in           

Odisha, areas where most of the population 

lives below the poverty line. Our                   

development initiative targets the poor and 

vulnerable sections of Odisha’s                     

demographic, including women, children, the 

elderly, the disabled, the destitute, forest 

dwellers, disaster victims, and other              

underprivileged groups. We have strategically 

developed an integrated, direct service            

delivery approach through research,            

advocacy, and networking.  

Vision: 

To facilitate the process of establishing a just 

society by enabling underprivileged people to 

gain power and lead a higher quality of life 

with access to common resources and                   

necessities.  

 

Mission: 

Empowering underprivileged communities 

through increased participation in                   

developmental activities; ensuring proper 

utilization of resources within the                

community; raising the level of literacy; and 

expanding access to healthcare and                       

education. 

Operational Area and Target Groups: 

NYSASDRI operates mostly in remote 

and inaccessible pockets of nine districts 

of Odisha, areas where most of the             

population lives below the poverty line. 

The operational districts are Angul,              

Cuttack, Deogarh, Dhenkanal, Jajpur, 

Keonjhar, Malkangiri, and Rayagada. 

In these districts, NYSASDRI works with 

marginalized people from scheduled tribes 

and scheduled castes, destitute women, 

children, people with disabilities, disaster 

victims, forest dwellers, people needing 

eye care or general health care, and other 

underprivileged groups.  

About NYSASDRI:  
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Strategy: 

NYSASDRI's development initiatives are 

based upon community participation. The 

goal is to increase local participation in the 

planning, implementation, monitoring, and 

evaluation of programs, so that the programs 

are self-sustaining and endure long after        

NYSASDRI’s initial efforts. Additionally,  

increasing community involvement fosters 

local pride and cohesion.  

The strategic approach of NYSASDRI             

encompasses: 

 Community mobilisation  

 Effective governance and management 

 Education and awareness 

 Developmental counselling 

 Skill training via health, education, and 

livelihood programs 

 Promotion and utilization of local          

resources 

 Networking 

 Research 

GOVERNING BODY OF NYSASDRI 

 Mrs. Kusum Ghadai, Chairperson 

 Mrs. Dipti Tripathy, Vice-Chairperson 

 Mr. Sarangadhar Samal, Member Secretary 

 Mr. Dhirendra Kumar Mohanty, Treasurer 

 Mr.Pravakar Nayak, Member 

 Mr. Kalpana Sahoo, Member 

 Mr. Manoj Sahoo, Member 

Advisory Board: 

 Maryel Dutrey, MAP, France 

 Jennifer Staple-Clark, Unite For Sight, USA 

 Dr. Asim Kumar Sil, Vivekananda Mission Ashram 

Netra Nirimaya Niketana, West Bengal 

 Mark R.T Paul, Rural Development Consultant, 

New Delhi 

 Dr. Rishi Raj Borah, ORBIS India Country Office, 

Gurgaon 

 Shashi Ranjan Dash, Chartered Accountant, 

Bhubaneswar 

 Dr. Arun Kumar Samal, Ophthalmologist 

 Bibhuti Bhusan Das, Former Bank Manager, 

Odisha Gamya Bank, Dhenkanal 

 Prof. (Dr.) Narayan Ch. Pati, CEHTANA, 

Bhubaneswar 

 Mr. Suvendu Parida, Rotarian  

 Mr. Pravat Sathapathy, Rotarian 

 Dr. Bidhubhusan Samanta, Rotarian 

 Dr. P. Srinivasan, Rotarian 

National and international organizations 

affiliated with NYSASDRI:  

 Member of the International Federation of 

Settlements and Neighborhood Centers (IFS) 

 Kalinga Eye Hospital (a unit of NYSASDRI) is 

an NABH entry-level SHCO 

 Associate Member of the United Nations         

Department of Global Communication 

(UNDGC) (UN Press Release PI/ 1597 Dated 

20th July 2004)  

 Member of Vision 2020, an organization 

formed by the International Agency For The 

Prevention of Blindness (IAPB) and the World 

Health Organization (WHO) 

 Member of Voluntary Action Network India 

(VANI)  

 Committee for Legal Aid to Poor (CLAP)  

 Women Power Connect 

 Member of Global Network of Civil Society 

Organizations for Disaster Reduction 

(GNDR) 

 Kalinga Eye Hospital is empanelled with 

ECHS, BSKY, Star Health Insurance 

 Affiliated with National Council of Vocational 

and Research Training (NCVRT) New Delhi 

and Singhania University, Rajastan 



This story can fit 150-200 

words. 

One benefit of using your 

newsletter as a promotional 

tool is that you can reuse con-

tent from other marketing ma-

terials, such as press releases, 

market studies, and reports. 

While your main goal of dis-

tributing a newsletter might be 

to sell your product or service, 

the key to a successful newslet-

ter is making it useful to your 

readers. 

A great way to add useful con-

tent to your newsletter is to 

develop and write your own 

articles, or include a calendar 

of upcoming events or a special 

offer that promotes a new 

product. 

You can also research articles 

or find “filler” articles by ac-

cessing the World Wide Web. 

You can write about a variety 

of topics but try to keep your 

articles short. 

Much of the content you put in 

your newsletter can also be 

used for your Web site. Micro-

soft Publisher offers a simple 

way to convert your newsletter 

to a Web publication. So, when 

you’re finished writing your 

newsletter, convert it to a Web 

site and post it. 

Ins ide Story Headl ine  

Ins ide Story Headl ine  

Ins ide Story Headl ine  

Microsoft Publisher includes 

thousands of clip art images 

from which you can choose and 

import into your newsletter. 

There are also several tools you 

can use to draw shapes and 

symbols. 

Once you have chosen an im-

age, place it close to the article. 

Be sure to place the caption of 

the image near the image. 

This story can fit 75-125 

words. 

Selecting pictures or graphics is 

an important part of adding 

content to your newsletter. 

Think about your article and 

ask yourself if the picture sup-

ports or enhances the message 

you’re trying to convey. Avoid 

selecting images that appear to 

be out of context. 

customers or clients. 

If the newsletter is distributed 

internally, you might comment 

upon new procedures or im-

provements to the business. 

Sales figures or earnings will 

show how your business is 

growing. 

Some newsletters include a 

column that is updated every 

issue, for instance, an advice 

column, a book review, a letter 

from the president, or an edi-

torial. You can also profile new 

employees or top customers or 

vendors. 

This story can fit 100-150 

words. 

The subject matter that appears 

in newsletters is virtually end-

less. You can include stories 

that focus on current technolo-

gies or innovations in your 

field. 

You may also want to note 

business or economic trends, 

or make predictions for your 

“To catch the 

reader's attention, 

place an 

interesting sentence 

or quote from the 

story here.” 
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Caption describing picture or 
graphic. 

Caption describing picture or 
graphic. 
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tool is that you can reuse con-
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materials, such as press re-

leases, market studies, and 

reports. 

While your main goal of dis-

tributing a newsletter might be 

to sell your product or service, 
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letter is making it useful to 
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develop and write your own 
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If the newsletter is distributed 

internally, you might com-

ment upon new procedures or 

improvements to the business. 

Sales figures or earnings will 

show how your business is 

growing. 

Some newsletters include a 

column that is updated every 

issue, for instance, an advice 

column, a book review, a let-

ter from the president, or an 

editorial. You can also profile 

new employees or top custom-

ers or vendors. 

This story can fit 100-150 

words. 

The subject matter that ap-

pears in newsletters is virtually 

endless. You can include sto-

ries that focus on current tech-

nologies or innovations in your 

field. 

You may also want to note 

business or economic trends, 

or make predictions for your 

customers or clients. 

“To catch the 

reader's attention, 

place an 

interesting sentence 

or quote from the 

story here.” 
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Swadhar Greh is a program that extends 

needful support to those who are destitute or 

homeless due to family discord, domestic  

violence, mental stressors, sexual abuse, or 

other challenges. For the rehabilitation of 

women in difficult circumstances,              

NYSASDRI created Swadhar Greh to         

provide shelter to women while they get back 

on their feet. This enables them to live their 

life with justice and dignity while undergoing 

vocational training to become economically 

independent and self-reliant. 

Vocational Training & Services   
For the rehabilitation of women in difficult 

circumstances, NYSASDRI created Swadhar 

Greh, which provides shelter to these 

women. This shelter has a capacity for 30 

women and 7children.                                                                                                                                        

Residents are provided free accommodation, 

food, and clothes. They also receive services 

including quality counselling, legal aid,           

teaching to increase their awareness of social 

issues, behavioural training, entertainment, 

recreational activities, and free health          

check–ups. Finally, they work towards            

independence through vocational training in 

occupations such as mushroom cultivation, 

nursery operations, kitchen work, gardening 

and tailoring. This vocational training helps 

them work towards economic independence, 

which in turn promotes self-respect and         

dignity for the participants. During the year 

2022-2023, a total of 39 women and 17            

children were enrolled in the Swadhar Greh. 

After the program, 24 women were returned 

to their parent’s house, 24 women returned 

to their spouse’s house, and 2 went to stay at 

a relative’s home. A total of 68 residents and 

30 children have been provided free              

healthcare via check–ups. A doctor assesses 

each patient on a weekly basis and provides 

residents with appropriate needs-based            

services. Four children were enrolled in the 

Santhasara Primary School and 11 children 

enrolled in the Anganwadi Centre (ICDS). 

Gondia, a Child Development project           

officer, took leadership as the chairperson of 

the newly formed Home Committee of 

Swadhar Greh. The Committee provides 

quarterly reviews on the quality of food,         

satisfaction of the residents, state of the         

facilities, and the quality of counselling. 

From this meeting, the committee gives            

recommendations for improvements. Four 

committee meetings were held this year.  

SWADHAR Greh, NYSASDRI ( for  women in  d istress)  
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Swadhar Greh welcomed several important 

visitors this year. On June 6th, 2022, the 

Deputy Collector, DSWO, and CDPO 

visited. On June 22nd, 2022 a counsellor 

from One Stop Centre, Dhekanal visited 

Swadhar Greh for special counselling. On 

Dec 27th, 2022, a district monitoring team 

visited and established a District monitoring 

committee under the leadership of the 

Additional District Magistrate, District Social 

Welfare Officer, Child Welfare Committee, 

Child Development Project Officer, and 

Protection Officer.    

During this period Swadhar Greh also 

created an awareness programme regarding 

violence against women and girls. Gondia SI, 

ICDS Supervisors, Gondia block project 

coordinator, advocate, GPLF secretary, and a 

social worker participated in the programme. 

Bakunata Nath Sahoo and Sumitra 

Mohapatra from district head quarter 

hospital, Dhenkanal visited on July 29th, 

2022 for a special counselling and to test for 

HIV & Syphilis. A counsellor from the One 

Stop Center, Dhenkanal visited Swadhar 

Greh for quarterly counselling sessions. On 

India’s 75th Independence Day, while all of 

India celebrated, Swadhar Greh was also 

celebrating.  Amrit Mahoschav and the W & 

CD department organised activities from 

August 15th to October 2nd for residents of 

Swadhar Greh. Under this activities calendar, 

residents participated in activities like 

knowledge competitions, drawing, jhoti, 

Debate, musical chairs, antakshari 

competitions, and even performed a skit on 

domestic violence. On August 17th, 2022, 

there was a cleaning of the institutions and 

mass pledging on the memory of of 

Gandhiji’s visit to Odisha. In keeping with 

the quote, “Clean environment, clear mind,” 

the staff of Swadhar Greh cleaned the office 

and office premises before taking a pledge 

with the residents to keep their surroundings 

neat. That day residents and staff also 

planted plants throughout the Swadhar Greh 

campus. For Dewali, all the residents of 

NYSASDRI, Swadhar Greh celebrated by 

lighting the lamp. On Panchuka (Kartika 
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celebrated by making rangoli in the Swadhar 

Greh premises. For Prathamastami, Christ-

mas and Mahashivratri residents’ joy was ap-

parent while preparing a variety of festive 

foods. At these joyful events the elder chil-

dren of residents wore new clothes and          

celebrated by dancing.        

All the residents, children, and staff of           

NYSASDRI, Swadhar Greh joined together 

to celebrate New Year 2023. Everyone re-

laxed and enjoyed delicious food, singing and 

dancing. The Swadhar Greh Organization 

observed Republic Day in a similarly           

memorable way. That day, January 26th, 

2023, everyone participated in a ceremonial 

unfurling of the flag and then enjoyed some 

sweets. A message was given by the              

superintendent, “Freedom in the mind, 

strength in the words, pureness in our blood, 

pride in our souls, zeal in our hearts. Let's 

salute our India on Republic Day.” 

Successful Case study: 

Kabita is a 28 year old from Jenapur, Jajpur. 

Kabita was first married when she was only 

17. However, her first husband was not able 

to provide financially, and soon began to 

physically and mentally abuse her. When her 

husband was arrested for robbery, she moved 

back in with her father and began working 

again. After a while, a relative forced her to 

start working a job she did not enjoy. A man 

named Dilu Naik helped her to escape this 

job and return home. She got pregnant by 

Dilu Naik and got married to him. However, 

he too began to abuse her physically and 

mentally. When Dilu Naik threatened to kill 

her, she went to the Family Counseling         

Center to seek justice. The FCC referred her 

to NYSASDRI Swadhar Greh for              

accommodation and rehabilitation, where 

she engaged in vocational training so she 

could be self-reliant and counselling for          

personal improvement. After counselling, 

she met her husband at the Swadhar Greh 

office with the counsellors. There, Kabita 

and her husband came to a mutual              

agreement, and today they are living together 

in peace and happiness. The efforts of   

Swadhar Greh counsellors were very suc-

cessful in Kabita's case and greatly helped to 

improve her life. This is the beauty of the 

Swadhar Greh model: it gives individuals the 

tools and skills to overcome future                

challenges on their own. This case                

exemplifies how counsellors, especially the 

highly-skilled ones at Swadhar Greh, can be 

a powerful force for change in society.  

Deemed Orphanage 

During fiscal year 2022-2023, a total 18            

children were enrolled and 16 children got 

discharged from the home. Special care is 

rendered to children who arrive at Swadhar 

Greh. This includes support for education, 

recreation activities, additional food            

supplementation, health check-ups, and 

medicine for ill children. 

Family Counselling Centre  

The Family Counselling Centre (FCC) of 

NYSASDRI has extended joint or individual 

counselling sessions to 108 families out of 

the 102 cases enrolled during the reporting 

year. Counsellors organize sessions with          

active participation from Local Police, 

Panchayat Raj Institution members, District 

Social Welfare Officers, Protection Officers, 

and other advocates who have the authority  
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to reconcile grievances community members 

may have with authorities in the region. In 

response to their specific need, some families 

may be referred to legal aid, police stations, 

Swadhar Greh, Ujjawala, and the Women’s 

Cell opened by the government at the district 

level. Four sub-committee meetings             

conducted reviews of current programs           

affecting the community and approved future 

plans of action. The Family Counselling  

Centre has conducted 22 publicity and   

awareness campaigns on different social             

issues in schools, offices, and the community. 

Topics covered include development of        

better self-control and building awareness of 

the need to stop violence against women. 

Here is a case study showing the ability of the 

FCC to create positive, lasting change in the 

community. Rina Sethy is a 35 year old 

woman who was blessed with a child.             

However, she had been caught up in a family 

dispute for the past 7 years and had been 

mentally tortured by her husband and in-laws 

following the marriage. She came from a 

poor family, and she is a housewife by trade. 

Her husband had an affair with another 

woman while her son was 2 years old. Her 

husband, in-laws, and even the woman her 

husband had an affair with had been           

psychologically abusive towards her. She had 

no one to support her. Her husband was        

using all his earnings to pay for the family of 

the woman he was having an affair with,  sav-

ing none for his wife and child. As a           

result, she had very little money and              

struggled to raise her son. Thus, on 

15/12/2022 she filed a case in Family    

Counselling Centre, Dhenkanal. After           

listening to her situation, the counselor              

issued a notice to both parties to attend 

counselling. During a long meeting at the 

Family Counselling Centre, both parties           

expressed their side of the story. Taking 

both perspectives, the staff of the Family 

Counselling Centre had a long discussion 

with Rina and her husband. In the end, all 

parties came to reach a mutual                      

understanding and understand each other’s 

importance and values. At the end of the 

session, both parties were very satisfied and 

mutually agreed to end the case. Her                

husband, Bharat Chandra Sethy, signed a 

contract promising to stay away from the 

woman he was previously having an affair 

with. He also agreed to focus instead on his 

family and to bear all the expenses of Rina 

and their son. He promised to take               

responsible for the family, addressing            

problems that might arise and looking after 

his family members. Following this                    

successful counselling by the FCC, both are 

living together peacefully and happily with 

their son. This is but one example of the 

transformative power the FCC can have for 

families. 
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NYSASDRI runs an educational complex at 

Hukumtola in the Rayagada district of               

Odisha. Currently, 127 tribal girls are being 

provided with primary education up to class 

5.  

They are also able to live at the school and 

receive food, uniforms, sundry and toiletry 

items, learning materials, pocket money, 

sports opportunities, excursions (such as          

picnics), healthcare check-ups, and necessary 

medications. Finally, the school provides in-

centives for good behaviour and performance 

to the students.  

A total of 127 tribal girls are studying at the 

school. Besides regular classes, the students 

also participate in friendly speech, song, 

drawing, and dance competitions during          

special events and holidays. They take part in 

extracurricular activities such as gardening 

and vocational trainings such as toy making, 

tailoring, nursery, paper shopping bag              

making, etc. The school organizes other 

events and festivals including the observation 

of Rakshya Bandhan, Diwali, Holi, New 

Years, International Women’s Day, Republic 

Day, Independence Day, Children’s Day, 

Teacher’s Day, and many more. As part of 

the Annual Day program, the girls take part 

in organized Annual sports competitions and 

Annual cultural events and the winners are 

awarded prizes. Girls take part in                

maintaining the kitchen garden on campus 

that produces fresh, nutritious vegetables 

and greens for the children. Finally, the 

school organized a parents meeting in             

November 2022 with both the students and 

parents present. There, the instructors 

shared about the progress of the students 

and updated the parents on what they had 

learned. 

On January 12th, 2023, two Class-V            

students, Anupama Mundika and Chandini 

Mundika, competed in a speech competition 

for National Youth Day at Ramkrishna            

Mission School in Hatmuniguda. They            

demonstrated the excellence of our                

institution by winning 1st and 2nd place for 

their superb oratory abilities. 

Class – 01 26 

Class – 02 24 

Class – 03 12  

Class – 04 36 

Class – 05 29 

Total   127 

NYSASDRI Educational  Complex  
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The NSJS is recognized by the Government 

of Odisha Tourism & Culture Department 

and is affiliated with the Utkal University of 

Culture. The school was founded in 2013 and 

has now been teaching students for a full           

decade. During the last 10 yrs (2013-23) 465 

students have been enrolled and 298 students 

have completed the Master in Social Work 

and Master in Journalism and Mass                 

Communication programs. After the Corona 

virus pandemic in 2019, physical classes 

started from 2022 and total 45 Students           

enrolled in MSW 40 & 05 enrolled in the 

MAJMC program in the academic session 

2022-23. The school organizes welcome 

ceremonies for freshmen students and            

farewell ceremonies for graduating students. 

Current students take part in lectures,             

seminars,   fieldwork, and receive NGO 

placement for real-world experience. There 

is a library, community area, hostel, and   

cafeteria for both male and female students. 

Students’ performance is assessed by regular                     

mid-semester and semester examinations 

NYSASDRI School  of  Jour nal ism and  Social  work (NSJS)  
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Since its founding, 100% of the school’s        

students have successfully passed all courses 

and graduated. According to the instructors, 

each year NSJS has produced excellent and 

capable students that will go on to have a 

positive and lasting impact in their                   

communities. In the past year, due to post 

covid-19 the final semester examination of 

MSW and MAJMC was not held yet. Almost 

all of the past pass-out students have been 

successfully placed in well-recognized and 

reputable organizations of social service or 

journalism after graduation or have chosen to 

further their studies in other institutions. 

NSJS sponsors and encourages regular          

extracurricular activities such as cultural          

exploration programs, sports, excursions, 

field trips, and social activities with their   

fellow students. The school also observes 

national   holidays and other special              

occasions. One event served to raise           

awareness of violence against women while 

others included the observational of Interna-

tional Women’s Day, World Environmental 

Day 2023, Independence Day, Republic Day, 

Ganesh Puja, Saraswati Puja, etc .  
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Sub : Renewal of temporary affiliation to conduct Master in Social Work and Master in
Journalism and Mass Communicatiolt courses for the academic session ZO22-23

Ref: Your office letter No.NSJS/539 dated 9.11.2022.
Sir,

ln inviting a reference to the subject cited above, I am directed to inform you'that the
proposal of grant of permanent affiliation your institute has placed before the Affiliation
Committee meeting held on 17.11.2022. lt was decided to renew temporary affiliation in
favour of your institution to conduct Master in Social Work and Master in Journalism and
Mass Communication courses only for one year for the academic session 2022-23 pending
iepcri of the [.rniversity Advocate and subject to approval of the Board of Management with
students strength of 60 (MSW) & 60(MJMC) seats with terms and conditions mentioned in
Notifications No.810/UUC dated 7.5.2013 for sake of the students. Further ren'ewal for the
next academic session may be considered, subject to submission of proof of Registration
under the Societies Registration Act 1860 & R.O.R. of the land in the name of the
colleges/institutions as per the Statute 36(i) & Statute 33(iv) of the First Statutes 2001 of Utkal
U niversity of Culture, Bhubaneswar.

No Acad.S (01)1 Ot2O211 22-q8 /UUC
Fronr

Smt.Anarnika Adhikari, OAS (S)
Registrar

,, -/ The Principal.€ NISASDRI School of Journalrsm and Social Work,
Gobindpur, Dhenkanal,

Dt. ZA//, Ze,-,2-

Yours faithfully,

et|\ r/,t )tt/N//is \\
REGISTKAR

Memo No*L/uuC Dt U r'// -3-*n 21-
Copy forwarded to the Controller of Examinatrons/Comptroller of Finance,UUC,

Bhubaneswar for information and necessary action/D.E.o.,uuc to upload this in the
University website for information of all concerned. z crV

fiurz{\;
I

^^ ).. REGTSTRAR
Memo Nr#!* /uuc ot Js",// &*.s-g-

Copy forwarded to the Steno to Vice-Chancellor UUC for kind information of Hon'ble
.,\

,a) \ '.r. !
/r,- . \\
ILl,'\_{.- , \v

REGISTRAR

Vice-Chancellor.

t60
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Under the School Partnership Programme, 

there exists an ongoing exchange of ideas and 

resources between the British Public School 

(a NYSASDRI School), Kashipur, SEED 

Kanyashram (Tandapally), and the 

NYSASDRI School (Hukumtola). During 

special days and national programme, the 

schools partner to provide additional food, 

clothing, and teaching to poor and needy 

children. The schools partner for other 

projects as well, from providing healthcare 

to campus development activities. Examples 

of some projects include vegetable 

cultivation, flower planting, renovation work, 

installation of play equipment, renovations 

of a hostel, ensuring beautification and 

cleanliness of the school campus,  

School  Par tner ship/Sponsor ship Programme  

The Meikirch Model is an innovative                   

approach to healthcare. It teaches us to           

develop our personal knowledge, attitude, 

and practices for prevention and control of 

diseases so that we can each maintain a 

healthier, better life. This new philosophy on 

the nature of health suggests that with very 

little money individuals, health workers, and 

governments could do much more for public 

health than they currently do. The theory 

states that every person has basic human 

needs such as adequate nutrition, safety,         

hygiene, social integration, and procreation. 

To reach these ends, everyone receives two 

potentials: certain abilities derived from their 

biology and others they must personally            

acquire during their life.  

These abilities are not always present, and 

one can decrease or increase these abilities 

over their lifespan, which is why they are 

called “potentials”. A person can only be 

healthy when the biologically derived and 

personally acquired potentials are enough to 

cover all basic human needs. When they are 

insufficient, the individual will become ill. 

The Meikirch Model suggests that                 

governments should teach much more about 

health in schools and through mass media. 

By increasing personal knowledge about 

health, individuals can work to increase their 

personally acquired potential and decrease 

their odds of becoming sick. As people take 

control of their own health, health services 

will become more effective and                   

cost-efficient.  

This model has already been employed by 

NYSASDRI in the villages of Odisha.               

Following the Covid pandemic, NYSASDRI 

organised several village meetings and   

awareness programmes. Utilizing                  

NYSASDRI staff and volunteers, the               

organization educated and disseminated 

health information to the people of the area. 

This enabled them to take proactive control 

of their health, which led to better health 

outcomes for these individuals.  

 The Meikirch Model: a  new exper iment in  community health  



NYSASDRI had already implemented a              

self-help support program for differentially 

abled people in Digamberpur village of the 

Gondia block of Dhenkanal. However, this 

year, NYSASDRI supplemented this self-help 

support program with additional vocational 

training, self-help groups, and by opening 

revolving bank accounts that allow                     

individuals to safely gain access to capital. A 

review of the program was conducted, and 

we are now revolving the funding to reach 

more individuals in the area. To better               

implement these programs, the NYSASDRI 

staff have attended monthly meetings and 

support resources were made available to 

them. In addition, we have engaged family 

and community members to cooperate in this 

support, allowing us to implement the                    

program more effectively.  

Digamberpur village is a revenue village in 

the Digamberpur GP, Gondia block, 

Dhenkanal district. It is located 14 kilometres 

from the Block Head Quarters on the               

Nihalprasad route. The village has 189     

households, all of which are homogenous. 

From these households, we have identified 20 

people with disability through the                      

REHASWISS project, as this project focuses 

on improving life for the vulnerable and the 

differently abled. Individuals can possess any 

form of disability, either physical, mental, or 

motor-sensory impairments. These                  

individuals tend to be very reliant on their 

family for assistance, which places a large 

burden on their family and can make life  

extremely difficult for them. These                     

individuals often need special attention such 

as frequent medication dosing, frequent 

monitoring, additional care, sympathy, and 

endless helping hands. Because of their 

unique behavior and the suffering they              

undergo, these individuals can sometimes 

create a traumatic atmosphere for their   

community. Domestic chaos can prevail, 

which, sadly, may end in domestic violence. 

In this area, very few people have come            

forward to help support these individuals. 

Thus, these individuals can become a burden 

on their family and community. However, as 

human beings, they cannot simply be thrown 

out or dismissed as unable to contribute to 

society. 
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Sel f-help suppor t  for  di f ferently -abled per sons  
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One example of such an individual is 42-year-

old Digamberpur native Bhajaman Rout, the 

son of Dhadi Rout. He is mentally               

handicapped and suffers from schizophrenia 

(70% disabled). He was declared mentally 

handicapped at age 15. Since then, his mental 

health has continued to degrade, despite 

medication. He is married and has a 12-year-

old daughter. He is from the schedule caste 

neighborhood and earns a living by trading 

dried fish. His family, who live below the 

poverty line, get a little help at the gram 

panchayat level. For instance, they receive the 

handicap allowance of Rs. 500 and rations of 

15 kg of rice each month. However, this isn’t 

enough to maintain the family. His family's 

traditional business of dry fish has been   

managed by his wife, but it has not been 

profitable enough to meet their daily needs.  

When Bhajaman’s difficult situation was 

brought to our notice, we stepped in to help. 

He was provided a revolving fund of Rs. 

20,000 in December 2022. For someone 

whose business makes just Rs. 250-300 in 

profit per day, this financial support was 

lifechanging. It changed the way they lived 

and their entire outlook on life. Using this 

funding, his wife can purchase larger                  

quantities of dried fish to resell, causing her 

income to gradually increase. Today, her          

family is finally able to make ends meet. She 

hopes to continue growing the business and 

improving their situation. She is resilient 

enough to shoulder her family's burden and 

support Bhajaman, previously she simply 

lacked the access to capital to do so. Now 

that she has these resources, she can make a 

living and be a valuable contributor to              

society. She is readjusting to independence 

and overcoming her reliance on others. She 

is very thankful to NYSASDRI &               

REHASWISS for this lifechanging support.  



On December 9th, 2022, Mr. C.S Ravindran 

visited the NYSASDRI Self Help Project in 

Govindpur, Sadar Block and in                  

Nilakanthapur and Mathatentulia villages of 

Gondia block, Dhenkanal district, Odisha. 

During his visit he inspected, interacted with 

individuals of the differently abled persons 

self-help group,    and inspected the status of 

the PWDs after the Fani disaster and Covid 

19 pandemic. He physically verified their            

different micro-entrepreneurial activities, 

documented the progress, and encouraged 

differently abled individuals and their families 

to participate productively in the project.  

The main objective of the programme        

evaluation was to evaluate the project status 

(beneficiaries/groups) after the Covid-19 

pandemic, especially how the groups are       

collecting money and revolving the money 

on their own. Mr. Ravindran was happy with 

the results of the evaluation and the impact 

that the program is having. families to           

participate productively in the project.  The 

main objective of the programme evaluation 

was to evaluate the project status 

(beneficiaries/groups) after the Covid-19 

pandemic, especially how the groups are   

collecting money and revolving the money 

on their own. Mr. Ravindran was happy with 

the results of the evaluation and the impact 

that the program is having. 
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REHSWISS Project  Evaluat ion   

Restorat ion of  Degraded Forests  and Livel ihood Improvement of  
Forest  -  Dependent Communit ies  
(OFSDP-II)  

Since its inception, NYSASDRI has played a 

key role in the protection of forest and wild-

life through community forest management 

concepts. The organisation showed interest in 

joining hands with OFSDP-II because its 

mandates matched with project objectives for 

ensuring joint forest management.                

NYSASDRI has served as the partner NGO 

in the Dhenkanal Forest Division, working 

with OFSDP-II, since 2017. The organisation 

has deployed 18 personnel in 6 teams to 

work in 6 Forest Management Units (FMUs: 

Dhenkanal, Hindol, Kamashya Nagar East, 

Kamakshya Nagar West, Sadangi, and            

Kapilash) adopted under the Dhenkanal  

Forest Division. The staff are engaged in 

several activities in 6 forest management 

units, and provides coverage via 150 Vana 

Surakshya Samiti (VSS) and 220 women self-

help groups 
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During the reporting period, progress has 

included 150 VSS adopted under 6 FMUs of 

OFSOP-II in Dhenkanal Forest Division. 

These projects started with identification of 

the project target villages, reconstitution of 

VSS, survey & demarcation of VSS assigned 

areas (6305 ha where plantation, forest fire 

protection, and consolidation/demarcation of 

forest boundaries are undertaken), Micro 

Plan completed in 150 villages, and               

preparation of VSS Annual Plans and             

Convergence activities plans at project level. 

Farm Forestry Plantation covered a total area 

of 1211 ha over 97 VSS. This was undertaken 

on the Individual farmlands of more than 

2,000 beneficiaries where seedlings of 100.5 

lakhs have been planted during the past 3 

years. Of the 1211 ha total, Pulpwood model 

plantation was performed exclusively in 845 

ha. As for livelihood and convergence        

activities, Rs.2.00 lakhs have been released 

under the project to each of the I50 VSSs 

towards revolving funds accounts for            

income generating activities. Under                 

Convergence, with the help of the                

Agriculture Department, Horticulture          

Department, Animal Husbandry, KVK, 

KCIC, Mission Sakti, FDA, etc., different 

livelihood support activities and the creation 

of community assets have taken place in the 

VSS villages.  

Comprehensive  Eye Care Ser v ices  

Since its inception, Kalinga Eye Hospital has 

made it a priority to ensure quality at every 

stage of eye care delivery. In recent years, 

there has been a trend of hospitals applying 

for NABH quality accreditation. Seeing this 

as an opportunity to enhance the quality and 

efficiency of care delivery, Kalinga Eye            

Hospital has applied for NABH accredita-

tion. Kalinga Eye Hospital was only able to 

conduct 333 free eye camps during the year, 

Total 06 vision centre( Athamalick, 

Kishorenagar, Khamar, Bhuban,             

Sriramchandrapur, Gondia, and Khajuriakata  

are working in Dhenkanal and Angul district . 

Over the entire year, Kalinga Eye Hospital 

was able to help only 7821 needy and            

deserving people directly through surgical 

interventions and through sight restoration 

activities. Project Raahi: Kalinga Eye Hospital 

has always recognized the importance of eye 

health for the overworked truckers’             

community. Their vision is important not 

only to their livelihood, but to ensuring the 

safety of all drivers on the road. Since truck 

drivers often can’t come to appointments for 

eye care services, Kalinga Eye Hospital has 

joined with Sightsavers India to take the        

services directly to them. Our innovative eye 

health program, RAAHI, is the first in the 

district to specifically target the overworked 

community of truck drivers. In the initial 

phase, the program has partnered with Jindal 

Steel & Power Limited (JSPL) in Angul. As 

one of the biggest industries of this region, 

over 500 trucks have come to the JSPL truck 

yard campus every day since we launched 

this program on January 3rd, 2023. In these 

three months alone, 1504 drivers have been 

screened for eye problems and 847 drivers 

have been provided with refraction-

corrected glasses under the program. 

 Observation of special days (World Sight 

Day, EDF, IWD etc) 

 Dr Garnayak Expired 

 Eye Camp at GMR, SOVA ,Netram 

Foundation  

 Enhanced IOL Surgeries Higher package 

Surgery 

 Inauguration of Vision Centre Bhuban 

 Community Eye Care Programmes 



On February 28th, 2023, a free eye screening 

camp was conducted by Kalinga Eye           

Hospital, Dhenkanal at GMR EDC, GKEL 

Township in association with GMR            

Kamalanga Energy Ltd. and GMR             

Varalakshmi Foundation. The outpatient de-

partment (OPD) is open for visits from 9:00 

am to 6:00 pm. The program was inaugurated 

by the GMR Plant head, Sri Manoj Mishra. 

The         Varalakshi Foundation team had 

already informed the people in the commu-

nity through messages and loudspeakers, so 

the patients showed up excitedly on the day 

of the project. All the duties had been well 

planned and pre-assigned. Thus, a registration 

desk was quickly established, and rooms were 

marked for specific tasks (Visual Acuity,        

Refraction, Screening and Pharmacy or 

Room for Medicine). Registration of patients 

was done outside of the refraction room so 

that patients could be sent from registration 

to measure their visual acuity. In total, 232 

patients were seen at this OPD. Of these, 83 

were provided with medicines, 102 were       

prescribed eyeglasses, and 10 had visually   

significant cataracts identified for future       

surgeries.  

 

Mobile Eye Clinic launched 

Kalinga Eye Hospital and Unity launched a 

mobile eye clinic in Dhenkanal on May 27, 

2022. The launch was attended by Phanindra 

Babu Nukella, CEO, Vision 2020 India, 

Sarangadhar Samal, Director, Kalinga Eye 

Hospital, and Anindita Roy, Programme 

Manager, Vision 2020 Sightsavers helped by 

bringing the van to the district, and           

NYSASDRI provided support in other ways. 

With the launch of this mobile eye clinic, 

Kalinga Eye Hospital brings eye care to the 

doorstep of people who are unable to access 

it. This is an especially effective tool to reach 

underprivileged, elderly, and female patients. 

The mobile van increases our reach into the 

community. According to Mr. Samal, it           

provides not only access to vision screening, 

but also diagnosis of many other ocular 

health conditions. Equipped with               

state-of-the-art facilities, the van supports 

comprehensive eye screening services and 

will cover the entire district of Dhenkanal. 

With this comprehensive eye care program, 

Kalinga Eye Hospital expects to reach about 

6,000 people in the next six months. This 

project will increase eye health awareness 

and reduce blindness due to refractive errors, 

cataracts, and diabetic retinopathy.  
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 FREE EYE SCREENING CAMP AT GMR Kamalanga Energy Ltd.  
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Infrastr ucture Development of  SEED School   

NYSASDRI has been active in female           

education in the village of S.Tandapalli of 

Malkanagir district. Initially, we started a 

tribal girls school with 50 students. Today, 

that number has grown to more than 168 

tribal girls, all continuing their primary             

education from class 1 to class 6. We were 

excited to add class-VI starting this present 

2022-23 academic session. While it is great to 

increase how many students we can teach, the 

existing class room and hostel are no longer 

sufficient for all of the girls. In addition, the 

current hostel building is 20 years old with 

an old tin roof and mud walls.  Thus, based 

on the increased need for space to           

accommodate students, NYSASDRI is          

constructing   a  new building and renovating  

the existing hostel building. The               

construction work is ongoing and will be 

completed by July 2024. 

REPORT OF TLUD STOVE TEST PROGRAMME IN GONDIA 
BLOCK OF DHENKANAL DISTRICT, ODISHA   

NYSASDRI was involved in the TLUD 

Stove test program in Gondia block of 

Dhenkanal District, Odisha. TLUD stands 

for top-lift updraft gasifier, an advanced type 

of stove that utilizes organic matter but 

releases less smoke and emissions. As per the 

HELIOZ guidelines, we distributed stoves to 

4 selected household representatives in two 

tribal villages of Gondia Block that we had 

previously surveyed. Each of these                  

households had to meet several criteria. They 

had to be using three stone stoves/

Traditional stoves with 90% fire wood, the 

family size had to be within 5-6, and a 

woman had to be the primary cook of the 

household. After an orientation and             

demonstration to the selected households 

about the TLUD stove, each household 

received their stove on November 6th, 2022. 

Based on the program guidelines we have 

regularly followed up with the households 

and collected information on a weekly basis. 

At the end of the two weeks, our staff visited 

the respective households and collected          

information, as per the established              

monitoring parameters, and recorded the 

final results. After use of the TLUD               

cookstove, all beneficiaries were satisfied 

with the stove. Other people in the 

community saw their happiness and wanted 

a TLUD stove for themselves. They                     

appreciated how the stoves are smokeless, 

less time  



consuming, use less firewood, are easy to 

carry from one place to another, pose less 

risk, and are good for one’s health. However, 

they did note some downsides to the TLUD 

stove including the difficulty in cutting           

firewood to put it in the stove, size                 

limitations that made it difficult to prepare 

large meals, and a need for timber and             

bamboo firewood which is not available in 

every household (due to the type of                    

surrounding forest). In addition, forest            

officials are not allowed to collect firewood 

from the protected or village forests. It may 

also be difficult for forest people to obtain 

charcoal, since they are restricted from           

having markets. As a result, people often use 

hard coal instead of charcoal. 
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Obser vat ion of  Inter nat ional  Women’s  Day 2023  

On 8 March, the female staff at NYSASDRI, 

NYSASDRI School of Journalism, and 

Kalinga Eye Hospital came together to cele-

brate International Women’s Day in different 

project areas. This year, the theme for                 

international women’s day was ‘Embrace Eq-

uity’. The program included an awareness 

campaign, an organised rally, and other 

smaller events. Dhirendra Kumar Mohanty, 

NYSASDRI, Sabita Behera, Kalinga Eye 

Hospital, and Sangita Rout shared their              

observations of how having women in the 

workforce can improve productivity and 

grow the organization. After these events, all 

participants gained an appreciation of the 

efforts being taken to empower women at 

NYSASDRI, both through education on 

various life skills and training to build their 

internal strength and resilience. 
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Progamme on violence aga inst  women and g ir l s  

On December 2nd, 2022 Swadhar Greh and 

FCC staffs  organized  an awareness                   

programme and a rally raising awareness of 

the violence that occurs against women and 

girls. These events focused on creating     

awareness within the residents/women and 

girls about gender based violence, the legal 

provisions available, and the various skill 

training opportunities available for them to 

become financially independent and                  

self-reliant. A total of 45 residents of            

Swadhar Greh, one ICDS worker, and a 

woman from SHG participated. 

Profess ional  tra in ing cour se  

Skills, knowledge, and innovation are            

important driving forces of economic growth 

and social development in our nation. To   

further strengthen India, Kalinga Eye                

Hospital prioritizes such education.               

Vocational (or skill-based) education is           

becoming increasingly important, with many 

employers expecting new employees to start 

out possessing many practical skills.               

Vocational education is similarly critical for 

those who must support their families             

immediately after completion of senior          

secondary school. Kalinga Eye Hospital is 

affiliated with the National Council of         

Vocational and Research Training and runs a 

one-year ophthalmic assistant diploma course 

and six-month optician course. An affiliated 

University, Singhania University, Rajastan, 

currently offers a 2-year diploma in              

optometrics, something we have decided to 

emulate. Thus, via a 2022-2023 collaboration 

with the founder of the Ophthalmic &          

Optometry Research Centre, Kalinga Eye 

Hospital is organizing a 4-year bachelor’s 

degree programme in optometry and a 2-year 

diploma in optometry to take place on the 

hospital premises. 07 students continuing 2 

years Diploma Course partner with CSR.  



Involvement  
NYSASDRI VOLUNTEER ABROAD OPPORTUNITY  

Volunteers of all ages and backgrounds are a 

tremendous asset to our program. Every         

volunteer brings unique characteristics, but all 

share the same passion for making a               

difference in the lives of the most destitute 

and disregarded members of society. Our  

volunteer program is intended to offer          

participants like yourself an opportunity to 

learn about and immerse themselves in a       

foreign culture and practice cross-cultural 

understanding. It will offer an opportunity to 

showcase your ideas and work, while            

providing NYSASDRI a valuable opportunity 

to learn from you. Our vision is for this        

interchange of thoughts, ideas, and          

experience to create a tangible, positive       

impact on our society and your learning. It is 

a unique opportunity to make a tangible dif-

ference in peoples’ lives in a short volunteer 

program. Participants will gain perspective 

and insight on foreign culture, different ways 

to approach problems, and how to aid the 

most vulnerable members of society.         

Further, volunteers can take pride in helping 

others while they live and work side-by-side 

with locals. 

BECOME A PARTNER 

If we are a good fit for your organization 

based on our operational area, target group, 

strategy, core competency, vision, mission, 

issues, transparency, and accountability, you 

may select us as a partner agency. We               

understand that no single organization –         

regardless of size, reputation, or service –   

can effectively supply all aspects of a 

solution. Therefore, we have developed an           

ecosystem of partners around the world. Our 

collaborative partnerships combine the best 

of their services to help the needy fulfil their 

dreams. To find out more about our partner 

program, please contact us 

at nysasdri@yahoo.com  or                            

nysasdri@gmail.org.  
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Foreign contribution ,  
19.60 

Govt. Grants,  46.42 

Donations,  5.31 

Local Grants,  28.67 

Foreign contribution 

Govt. Grants

Donations

Local Grants

Fund Flow details in percentage for the year 2022-23  

Current  Par tner s   

National Youth Service Action and Social Development Research Institute (NYSASDRI) 

Plot No. N-2/152, Ground Floor, IRC Village, Bhubaneswar—751015, Odisha, India 

Phone: 0091-674-2553885, Email: nysasdri@yahoo.com , nysasdri@gmail.com,  

Website: http://www.nysasdri.org  
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